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Two books relating to Christian

Meditation in New Zealand will

shortly be published.  Ross Miller’s

Sharp Darts of Longing Love:

Talks for Christian Meditation

Groups is a collection of 60 short

reflections, suitable for use both as a

resource at weekly meditation group

meetings and as an invaluable aid to

personal study of contemplative faith.

The talks arose out of those Ross has

faithfully prepared every week, over

many years, for the meditators in his

Warkworth group and which he has

also posted online at:

nzccmwarkworth.blogspot.co.nz.

Now a careful selection from these

is being made available to our

Community in an attractive book

form.  Ross brings to his writing all

his years as a committed meditator, a

lifetime of deep and wide reading, his

knowledge of Christian scripture and

our contemplative tradition, and his

compassionate understanding of the

needs of meditators and meditation

groups.

Ross is a WCCM Benedictine

Oblate and has for some years

prepared for the New Zealand Oblate

Community their own regular

newsletter, always a source of

encouragement and enlightenment to

its readers.  Until now, we have had

no home-grown teaching for our New

Zealand Christian Meditation

Community, to supplement that

excellent teaching we receive from

Jane Hole

Two Books by New Zealand Christian Meditators:

a report from Jane Hole
Sharp Darts of Longing Love:

Talks for Christian Meditation Groups

Talk of Treasure:

Books and other Journeys

by Ross Miller by Jane Carswell

the WCCM.  The NZCCM is a

faithful and grateful part of the World

Community, but in New Zealand we

think about and do things in our own

distinctive New Zealand way.  At last,

we have New Zealand teaching that

is entirely faithful to our origins in the

worldwide Christian contemplative

tradition and in John Main’s

contribution to that stream but speaks

with our unique New Zealand voice.

Thank you, Ross.

Talk of Treasure: Books and

other Journeys (title to be

confirmed) by Jane Hole writing as

Jane Carswell, will be published by

Makaro Press, Wellington, at the end

of October.  It tells the story of a

decade of heavy-duty learning for the

writer: learning to write a book,

learning about meditation and about

the life of a WCCM Benedictine

Oblate, and learning how to get on

with a succession of ten young

Chinese guests in her Christchurch

home.  As distinct from Ross Miller’s

book, the passages about meditation

and oblation in Talk of Treasure are

not teaching material, but rather a

personal account of the struggles and

adventures of finding meditation’s

place in an ordinary suburban

Christchurch life.

Jane is a past National Co-ordinator

of the NZCCM.  Mary McCallum,

publisher at Makaro Press, writes:

“Jane Carswell

began her working

life at Pegasus

Press shortly after

their publication of

Janet Frame’s

seminal novel Owls

Do Cry, and years

later published her

own book, an award-winning memoir

about teaching in China called Under

the Huang Jiao Tree.

The road between one book and

the other was a rocky one paved with

self-doubt and publishers’ rejections,

the experience provoking Jane to

write again, this time about the

troubled transformation between the

private interior world of reading and

the noisy exterior world of publication,

between the books we read and

treasure and the ones we write, which

can so often feel like tarnished goods.

Her way to manage this was by

dividing her time between a busy life

as a music teacher in Christchurch

while looking after a succession of

ten young Chinese guests in

her home, and a quieter life exploring

meditation and monasteries.  But

publication continued to elude her, so

Jane journeyed to the place where

Janet Frame grew up to find the

courage she needed to revise her

manuscript one last time.  Lyrical and

literary, this book is a compelling

memoir about how to be a writer, and

more simply, just how to be.”
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In this Issue:

Have you ever visited wccm.org?

One of the truly great resources

available to meditators around the

world is the WCCM website.  While

visiting and exploring the website you

can imagine my surprise at hearing

my own voice welcoming people to

the 2015 John Main Seminar in

Hamilton.  While reviewing the site

and writing this article I stayed tuned

to Meditatio Radio and was delighted

to hear the opening presentations

from Fr Laurence, David Tacey and

the Maori welcome that opened the

seminar.  Meditatio Radio has a 24-

hour schedule of talks about

meditation and the World Community.

There is a link that will amend the

schedule to NZ time; an example of

how accessible the site is.

WCCM has a strong presence on

a site called Soundcloud and there we

have access to a vast range of talks

from Fr Laurence.  A very recent

addition is a talk from the 2016 Monte

Oliveto Retreat and less than one

minute into Fr Laurence’s talk you will

hear the very distinctive and joyful

laugh of our very own Fr Peter

Murphy who was at that event.  I

also spent time listening to a talk about

Teilhard de Chardin called Living in

the Divine Milieu by Prof. Ursula

King.  This was recorded at The

Meditatio Centre in London on 9th

July which regularly invites speakers

with international reputations; people

we would rarely or never see in New

Zealand.  Other names include John

Main, Thomas Keating, Richard

Rohr, Kim Nataraja, Glenda Meakin,

Linda Chapman, Eileen O’Shea and

Sarah Bachelard who will lead our

2017 Silent Retreat in Hamilton.

Most of the talks we have heard

over the years on CDs supplied by

WCCM are on this site.  I was

delighted to see David Wood’s talks

that must be at least ten years old

now, which means his CD is long gone

from the collection.  I would say the

same about Glenda Meakin and

Eileen O’Shea whose talks are likely

of a similar vintage.  I discovered

talks on the enneagram, the spiritual

psychology of Sufism, the Rule of St

Benedict, meditation, science and

technology, social justice, meditating

with children and a great many more

on all aspects of meditation and the

spiritual journey.

Many talks are edited to 10-15

minute time slots so that they can be

used by groups.  There are also

longer talks such as Ursula King on

Teilhard de Chardin.  In recent weeks

our group has been listening to Thomas

Keating via Ipad.  One of our

members, Warwick Rope, brings his

Ipad and we select a talk and then

meditate using the online timer and

gong.  This is an example of how

WCCM is using online technology to

make the teachings more accessible.

The WCCM site gives us weekly and

daily readings, books, a calendar of

worldwide meditation events and

news.  There is a link to Meditatio

Seminars which are growing in

number around the world.

If you haven’t already done so

take a few minutes to explore this

wonderful resource which is

accessible and rich.  You will be

amazed at the gems to be found there.

Vincent Maire

A wonderful resource

-  accessible and rich!
from Vincent Maire

NZCCM National Co-ordinator

Websites to visit:

www.christianmeditationnz.org.nz

www.wccm.org/content

www.wccmmeditatio.org

www.christianmeditationaustralia.org

www.christianmeditation.org.uk

X
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I t has been 25 years since Christian

Meditation was introduced to the world by Fr John Main

offering an opportunity for lay people to learn about and

practice contemplation in the Christian Tradition.  The

tradition of Christian Meditation, also referred to as “Pure

Prayer” or “Prayer of the Heart”, had almost been

forgotten even inside the walls of Christian monasteries.

Thomas Merton, a 20th Century contemplative and

Trappist monk once said that most monks within his order

are not con-templatives but introverts.  I think he meant

to say that most monks are of a certain personality type,

rather than making the radical choice to live a life of

contemplation.  Over several years the World Community

for Christian Meditation has helped spread

this contemplative tradition via the Internet by

making teachings available in books, cds, dvds and online

seminars.  This has contributed greatly to building a

worldwide community of Christian meditators.

Text to Meditate

The Smart use

of Cell Phones

According to a recent Meditatio newsletter I

read, the Chinese meditator Augustine Xiao Xiao, an

oblate who lived in Meditatio House in 2015, uses WeChat

to distribute Fr Laurence’s Lent Reflections, reaching out

to 13.000 people.  He is also using other apps to lead

online meditation twice a month.  A Singapore meditator

used another way to help people to meditate.  A few years

ago he set up an additional weekly meditation group, with

mobile messaging so people could be connected via a

mobile phone, but meditate in the comfort of their own

home.

Inspired by these initiatives I am currently

trialling a similar idea with one of my meditation buddies

at St Andrew’s Presbyterian Church in Hastings to support

each other with our daily practice.  We call it “Text to

Meditate”.  We started an early morning meditation at

6.30am from Monday to Friday.  We connect  by a simple

text message; my meditation buddy Harry is using 25

minutes of his daily morning walk as walking meditation,

while I am sitting in the warmth of my meditation room

wrapped in my blankie and with candlelight.

It all started because I was thinking about how I could

be more committed to my daily morning meditation.

I realised that I am usually more committed when I take

on a responsible role, rather than doing something just for

me.  I asked my friends in the meditation group whether

they would be interested in building their daily meditation

by trialling “Text to Meditate” with me.  Although there

are currently only two of us trialling the initiative, it has

made all the difference for me and I have been

meditating most weekday mornings for several weeks.

We keep it very simple, at 6.30am I text my friend a

message that reads: Good morning Harry.  Have a

lovely walk. Maranatha.  At 6:55am I text another

message like: Have a lovely day!  The daily “mobile

meditation” does not replace our weekly participation in

a group, but deepens our experience of meditation by

helping each other to meditate daily.

Most of us are using mobile phones everyday and for

all sorts of good reasons, from banking to connecting

with family, or for entertainment.  So using it to enrich and

commit to a daily spiritual practice seems a sensible

choice.  I am very grateful to our Chinese and Southeast

Asian meditation friends for their smart ideas to enhance

the contemplative life using modern communication

technology.

If you think connecting with others via a text would

help you to build your daily practice, please send me an

email to:

webmaster@christianmeditationnz.org.nz

X

Ingrid Bryant

meditating at:

St Andrew’s

Presbyterian Church

Hastings
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Meditation and Ageing Seminar
A Meditatio Seminar hosted by the Australian Christian Meditation Community (ACMC)

Saturday 19th November 2016 - Ron Dyer Centre, North Sydney

Sunday 20th November 2016 - St Benedict’s Monastery Arcadia

Featuring:

Fr Laurence Freeman OSB with keynote speakers, a panel, personal testimonies and small reflection groups,

interwoven with meditation and contemplative practices.

About the Seminar:

Practising the Vocation of Ageing — Sarah Bachelard
The vocation of ageing, as we conceive it, involves two fundamental movements.  On the one hand, there’s a

movement of self-completion and integration - reconciling who we are and have been, what we have done and
experienced in a long life.  On the other hand, ageing involves letting go, being willing to relinquish aspects of our
identity and former ways of being.  These two movements belong to the spiritual journey at any stage of life.  Yet, the
process of ageing crystallises and intensifies our engagement with them.  As I draw towards the end of life, the call
to make sense of the whole, including my death, grows stronger; as I experience more starkly the limits of my
capacity to “make” and sustain myself, the necessity to entrust myself to a larger reality also grows.  Paradoxically,
these concurrent movements of completion and relinquishment find their consummation in each other.  The more
completely our life is realised, the more we are able to let it go; and the ultimate completion of our life lies in its final
surrender.  What does this mean in practice?  How may this vocation be lived out, not only when we are capable of
agency, but also as we become patients of the inexorable process of ageing?  And what does it mean for those
seeking to care for the elderly, and for the priorities of the community as a whole?  This seminar will explore
practices for engaging the vocation of ageing in our own lives and for nurturing its possibilities in the lives of others. 

Speakers:
From their fields of pastoral care, spirituality, social commentary and theology, our speakers will explore how the
ageing process, often associated largely with physical decline, could serve as an opportunity for transformation, to
become as John Main says the person we were created to be.

Fr Laurence Freeman, OSB 
Fr Laurence Freeman is a Benedictine
monk and the spiritual guide and Director
of The World Community for Christian
Meditation.  He travels widely as an
international speaker and retreat leader.
Through The World Community for
Christian Meditation, an ecumenical
contemplative community, Fr Laurence

continues the work of teaching Christian Meditation and
restoring the contemplative as the essential and central
dimension of Christian spirituality.  He is the author of many
books and articles including Light Within, Selfless Self, Web

of Silence, Common Ground, A Short Span of Days, and
Beauty’s Field: Seeing the World.  He writes a quarterly
spiritual letter for the World Community and publishes Daily

Wisdom, a popular daily email of one of his photographs with
a short text . He is also the editor of John Main’s works.

Fr Laurence has conducted dialogues and peace initiatives
such as the historic “Way of Peace” with the Dalai Lama, and
is active in inter-religious dialogue with leaders of other faiths. 
He encourages the teaching of Christian meditation to children
and students, and the recovery of the contemplative wisdom
in the Church and in society at large.  He is the Director
of Meditatio, the outreach of the community to the wider world
and secular institutions

Sarah Bachelard
Sarah Bachelard is founding director of Benedictus
Contemplative Church, a theologian, retreat leader
and priest in Anglican Orders.  She is a member of
the World Community for Christian Meditation and
an honorary research fellow at the Australian
Catholic University.  Sarah has led retreats and
taught contemplative prayer nationally and

internationally.  She was Director of the John Main Centre for Meditation
and Interfaith Dialogue at Georgetown University in 2006, and has also
worked in the Senate Committee Office and parish ministry, as a chaplain
with Uniting Care Ageing and as lecturer in theology at Charles Sturt
University.  Sarah is the author of Experiencing God in a Time of

Crisis and Resurrection and Moral Imagination.

Neil Millar (MMin, BA, BTh, Dip Ed)
Neil Millar is founding member of Benedictus
Contemplative Church in Canberra.  Over the past
three and half decades Neil has worked as a youth
minister, parish priest, theological educator,
supervisor and aged care chaplain.  Neil is a Circle
of Trust® facilitator and mentor with the Centre for

Courage and Renewal.  He is an experienced facilitator of reflective learning
groups and is currently completing a doctoral dissertation on this topic at the
University of Canberra.  Neil is a pilgrim at heart; long distance walking he
has discovered, like meditation, is a profoundly transformative practice.

X
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Transcript of talks given by Fr Laurence Freeman OSB at a retreat in Singapore, November 2001

Relationship with Jesus Part IV

Jesus as Saviour and Healer

As we begin to recognise Jesus as our Saviour and Healer, our relationship with

him has moved to a much deeper, more personal and intimate one.  It’s very

intimate and  personal.

For some people, those whom he

calls to be his disciples, the

experience of his teaching, of his

living word, enters into us and we

move to another level of relationship

with him.  This is where you might

say we begin to experience Jesus as

Saviour.  The word saviour means

healer.  The early Christians spoke

of Jesus very often as the Divine

Physician.

He healed us of the wounds of sin,

of the wounds of our suffering, the

wounds of humanity.  No one gets

very far in life without being wounded,

without being hurt, without having

their self-esteem damaged, or their

hope disappointed, or their love

rejected, or without the experience of

betrayal, being let down.  No one gets

very far without being hurt.  And those

hurts, those wounds that life gives us

– just for example take the experience

of being betrayed, being let down –

those can run very deep into our

psyche, into our self.  And then to

deal with those wounds, we often

build walls to protect ourselves: “This

isn’t going to happen to me again.  I’m

not going to put myself in that position

again.”  So we start to get hardened

hearts; we start to build up resistance

to love, resistance to other people.

We become more isolated, less

trusting.  Then we wonder why we’re

sad.  This is where we need healing.

For some people, who we could

call the disciples of Jesus, the

experience of his teaching, of his

living word, enters into us and begins

to heal us of those wounds.  It may

be through any number of ways,

maybe through scripture, maybe

through friends, maybe through an

inspired spiritual teacher, maybe

through the sacraments.  Different

ways, different people.  He’ll find a

way under the door, even if we’ve

locked the door.

When we begin to sense that we

are feeling better as a result of this

relationship with Jesus as healer, we

begin to feel more self-acceptance

and wholeness.  We begin to see how

we can relate to other people better,

more lovingly.  We’re capable of

forgiving the hurts that people have

put upon us, of letting them go.  We’re

capable of more compassion.  We’re

capable of being more patient with

ourselves even though we’ve got lots

of problems and lots of sins and lots

of faults, but we don’t beat ourselves

up all the time.  These are the ways

in which we begin to experience the

saving work, the healing work of

Jesus.

It’s gradual.  There may be

dramatic moments, but it’s gradual

and it is irreversible.  It’s not like the

pills you take when you’ve got a

toothache, a temporary relief of pain.

It’s a curing, it’s a healing.  In the

gospels, Jesus is often shown as a

healer, a miraculous healer, but again,

he didn’t want his disciples advertising

him as “Jesus the miraculous healer”.

He told them not to promote him like

that.  In many of those healing stories,

he heals by touching; and he still heals

us by touching us.  There is an interior

touch, a spiritual touch which heals

when his power comes into us.

As we begin to recognise Jesus

in this way, as our Saviour, as

one who heals in our life, our

relationship with him has moved to a

much deeper and more personal and

intimate one.  He’s no longer just a

great spiritual teacher of humanity but

we now have a personal, mysterious,

experience of him, and it will be

expressed in different ways by

different people.  It’s very difficult to

speak about your love for someone

else.  It’s a very intimate, personal,

private experience.  It can’t be

shared, it’s difficult to express.
X

Meditation is a way of peace and a way to peace.  St Paul located

the personal source of peace in the persona of Christ:

Your world was a world without hope and without God.  But now in union with Christ

Jesus you who once were far off have been brought near through the shedding of Christ’s

blood.  For he is himself our peace.   (Ephesians 2:12-14)

In this wisdom of the New Testament peace is one of the essential

qualities of human existence. We need to understand what peace means.

Yet it is beyond understanding and so to enter into this peace we must

enter into the experience of meditation itself.

John Main “Door to Silence”
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Over the period 30th June to 3rd

July WCCM held a conference

in the UK as part of observing its 25th

anniversary.  Fr Peter Murphy and I

represented New Zealand at the two

events, the first of which was a

Meditatio Seminar held at Heythrop

College in Kensington.

Hope for the Future: Meditation

in Schools, was attended by over

200 participants from around the

world.  The opening speaker, Dr

Rowan Williams, told us that

meditation recreates the world we live

in and that what occurs in meditation

is The Kingdom.  The conference

coincided with the BREXIT vote and

the incredible political fallout resulting

from this dominated the media.  Of

this Rowan Williams said, “Panic had

won and massive public

untruthfulness had won.”  His speech

can be seen in full on the WCCM

website.

Other speakers from different

countries told us about their

programmes to take meditation into

schools.  I was very impressed by the

efforts of Sr Ruth Montrichard,

national co-ordinator of the Caribbean

Communication    Translation    Practice
A report on the WCCM Conference by Vincent Maire

CCM, a community that has been

incredibly successful in schools.  Paul

Tratnyek from Ontario spoke of

developments in his part of the world

and I noted down that we must try

and source their information pack for

parents of six-year old meditators.

At 5.00pm we were taken in two

coaches on an almost three hour trip

to Ashburnham Place in East Sussex,

not too far from Hastings in Kent.  It

was an old (and once) stately home

that has served over many years as

a retreat centre.  It is large, is

supported by many young volunteers

and we shared the place with a lovely

party of young Thomasist Christians

from India and London.  It was basic

but comfortable with plenty of food.

The grounds were amazing with too

many paths and trails to walk in the

time we had.

Our first day there was a

continuation of the theme from the

previous day.  Working in groups we

pondered a raft of issues and

challenges on how we can do a better

job of taking meditation to children and

young people.

The topics were written up on A1

paper and stuck on the walls.  We

were given three votes (stars) and

asked to put them on the posters that

we felt represented the most

important topics to debate.  As there

was something like 15 or 16 posters

across the walls it took us some time

to decide where to place our stickers.

Those with the most votes were:

* Introducing Christian Meditation

to secular schools.

* Christian Meditation and

young adults.

* The importance of appropriate

forms of research into the

benefits of Christian Meditation.

* Taking Christian Meditation to

children in marginalised groups

and rural areas.

The children in the latter topic

were described as The Last, The

Least and The Lost.  Josefa Vivas,

regional co-ordinator for Venezuela,

recounted the story of Jesuit

missionaries asking her community to

take CM to children in deprived and

impoverished parts of the country.

She told me that Caracas has 25,000

murders a year so you can imagine

Left to Right:  Vincent Maire, Mary Vautalevu, Fr Laurence Freeman and Fr Peter Murphy

XX
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the sorts of issues these traumatised

children are dealing with on a daily

basis.

The final two days of the event

focussed on the next 25 years.

Presentations from Gene Bebeau

(USA) who is the Director of the

School and Groups, Fr Laurence on

the Meditatio Outreach Programmes

and Briji Waterfield on Meditatio

Seminars were illuminating and

showed us that WCCM is serious

about taking CM to the world and

supporting national communities and

individual meditators to achieve this.

A big effort has been put into

developing online resources.  For

example, the hugely popular course

Roots of Christian Mysticism,

offered only in London, will soon be

available online.  The NZCCM

Committee will do its very best to

ensure our community is aware of

and makes use of these resources as

they become available.

We were grouped into regions and

Fr Peter and I, along with Jan and

Penny from Australia and Mary from

Fiji, was referred to as Oceania.  Each

group was asked to come up with

what they thought was the most

pressing issue in their region.  We

thought a key issue for our part of

the world was taking CM to a number

of small, strongly Christian and

generally economically poor nations

in the South Pacific.

We discovered that some

communities are very small.  Austria

has just one group, which is led by an

Irishman.  An Irish woman leads the

three groups in Luxembourg and a

Scots woman the three groups in

Malta.  I was very impressed by a

young man from China who had spent

a year living in the London community

and has since returned home where

he travels the country setting up

groups.  A couple from Ukraine have

been quite heroic in the way they have

taken the teachings of Christian

Meditation to their own country and

also into Russia.

Perhaps the most significant issue

facing WCCM at this point in time

is finding a new and permanent

home.  Over the years it has migrated

around London in less than adequate

accommodation and the WCCM

Guiding Board is keen on a beautiful

60 hectare property near Poitiers in

France.  It is clearly the wish of the

Guiding Board to proceed with this

purchase and it is also clear that one

of the reasons – and an important one

– is that Fr Laurence wishes to

greatly reduce his time travelling.  He

has been travelling non-stop (almost)

for 25 years and the time has come

for WCCM to join organisations like

L’Arche (Jean Vanier) and Plumb

Village (Thich Nhat Hanh) in having

a permanent home.  Why France?

Land is much cheaper than in London

and the property they hope to buy

started life in the Middle Ages as a

Benedictine Monastery.

Overall, 63 people from 43

countries attended the conference of

which most were national co-

ordinators.  This made for very

interesting meal time conversations.

Fortunately, we don’t have the

problem of having the teachings

translated but along with most other

countries we struggle with finding

willing teachers, leaders and the

challenge of geography.

Three key words summed up the

event.

Communication – a desire and

willingness for greater communication

between regional groups and with

WCCM.

Translations – The need for good

translations has led to the formation

of language-based groups to work

more closely together.

Practice – the daily practice of

meditation is of central importance to

our own lives and it is this that enables

us to share the gift in our countries

and communities.

My thanks to NZCCM for

enabling me to attend this important

and timely event.  We are a part of a

world-wide organisation that is doing

incredibly important work.  Our

challenges are the same as for all the

other countries in attendance.

However, being English speaking is

a huge benefit, and our 70 groups

make us one of the bigger

communities in WCCM.  NZCCM

also paid for Mary Vautalevu from

the Fiji community to attend the event.

Vincent Maire
NZCCM National Co-ordinator

X

Dear Vincent

A very big Bula to you.  To the New Zealand CCM I would like to say a very big thank
you to you all for making it possible for me to attend the WCCM Seminar and Conference
in Kensington and the Conference in Battle in Sussex.

It was a wonderful experience meeting up with meditators from all over the world
and it has strengthened my meditation life, which would not have been possible if you
had not been so kind in giving me the opportunity to be able to travel to England to
attend the Conference.  It has been a huge blessing to have met so many spiritual people
and to have shared and learnt so much from each one of them.  After the Conference I was able to spend
time with my daughter and their family in the north of England, which I am very thankful to you all for.

A big vinaka vakalevu to Vincent and Peter!

God bless
Mary Vuatalevu
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Images of Meditation:

Mosquitoes and Monkeys

Transcript of talks prepared by Liz Watson to help meditators understand the meaning

and purpose of the practice of Christian Meditation.  The talks were recorded in the UK

in February 2013 specially for the Meditatio Series.

by Liz Watson

I  recently saw two television

programmes.  One was about a

group of researchers in the Arctic

Circle and the other was about

waging war in the deserts of Egypt.

When I saw these two programmes,

I realised that in my imagination both,

the Arctic – the great waste of Arctic

ice – and the desert, were vast, empty

spaces.

But according to these two

programmes my imagination did not

have much to do with the reality,

because what researchers in the

Arctic found very quickly was that

the Arctic was full of mosquitoes.

And what those soldiers in the

Egyptian desert discovered was that

the desert was alive with flies so

numerous that they could hardly get

their food to their mouth without taking

in a whole mass of flies as well.  And

that made me think of meditation.  It

is very easy to think of meditation as

emptying the mind, of creating some

vast, calm space in the mind.  But

you can only really think that if you

have not actually been there and tried

it.

So, we begin to meditate.  Some

of us have a lovely experience of

peace very early on, perhaps the first

time we meditate.  For others, that

more difficult discovery comes

straightaway – the discovery that the

mind is far from being a vast, calm,

empty space.  Instead it is chock full

of distractions.

It turns out to be impossible to

keep the mind still, to stop it from

thinking; the mind is naturally very

distracted.  But if we have some

friends along the way, what we will

also discover and be encouraged by,

is that it is the same for everyone and,

indeed, it always has been.  If we dip

into the writings of some of the great

men and women of prayer through

the centuries, we will find them

talking about the same things that we

experience today.

John Cassian, away back in the

fourth century, describes his mind at

the time of prayer.  Even at the time

of prayer, he says, when he expects

it to be calmest, he says, it’s moving

around, wandering around, as if I am

drunk.  Theophan the Recluse, from

the nineteenth century, says: Thoughts

continue to jostle in your mind like

mosquitoes.  Our Hindu friends use

the image of the monkey mind,

suggesting that the mind is like a tree

full of monkeys, chattering away and

swinging from branch to branch in

constant motion.  And those are

extremely good descriptions of what

we discover in our own experience.

So, join the club! This is the way

it is to be human; it has always been

like that.  Your mind has always been

this way; you are just realising it for

the first time.  Scientists can tell us

how many times the neurons are firing

inside our brain; it is a very large

number!  So the way to help

ourselves is simply to accept the fact;

it is the way it is.

But, we are not helpless in the

face of it.  Teresa of Avila says:

“Distractions and the wandering mind

are part of the human condition and

can no more be avoided than eating

or sleeping.”  But, this awareness of

the distracted mind can turn out to be

a first step in our self-knowledge and,

therefore, a friend to us along the way

if we can first accept it.

If you cannot catch the wind, say

the Desert Fathers, neither can you

stop distractions from coming into

your mind.  But what do we do about

it?  Here is a Chinese proverb:  You

cannot prevent birds flying around

your head, but you can prevent

them making nests in your hair.

And Theophan the Recluse again,

says:  “Thoughts continue to jostle in

your mind like mosquitoes.  To stop

this jostling, you must bind the mind

with one thought or the thought of the

One only.”

And so the way we do it is to take

our word, our one word, our one

phrase, our mantra and we give it our

attention.  We keep on saying it, we

keep on listening to it, and we keep

on going back to it every time we have

been distracted, every time our mind

has been drawn away from it.  We

bind our thought with the one word.

Our Zen friends say:  Treat

thoughts like empty boats floating

down the river.  Let them float by.

Don’t be tempted to jump on board.

From the eighteenth century, the

Jesuit Jean-Pierre de Caussade says:

Let thoughts drop away as you

might let stones drop into the sea.

Sometimes, they are more like

rubber balls which float around us.

So, we are not trying to get rid of

our thoughts or push them out or

empty our mind in some sort of way.

We are really saying, “It doesn’t

matter what the thoughts do; they are

just a sort of background noise.  What

I am most interested in is saying the
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mantra.  The thoughts can do what

they want.  They can hang around in

the background, they can go away,

they can be replaced by others, but I

am simply not interested in them.  I

am going to keep my attention fixed

on the mantra.”  We do not need to

use any energy to dispel them.  We

use all the energy we need for saying

our word.  We do not do anything

violent; this is a peaceful practice.

When we wander away, we simply

forgive ourselves by coming back to

the word.  We prefer what binds,

what lasts in God, to the thoughts,

feelings and activity of the mind,

which merely comes and goes.  We

let thoughts come and go, using the

mantra as a little tool to keep us on

track and give us the most direct,

gentle and forgiving way to come

back when we have been drawn

away.

And in that, we begin to find our

first taste of freedom.  We may not

be able to, we cannot, stop thoughts

from coming into our mind, but as soon

as we become aware that we are

distracted, we have a freedom of

choice.  We can stay with them or

we can come back to the word. X

NZCCM - ONLINE MEDITATION GROUP
We invite you to join us Every Sunday 7.30 pm on Skype

This is an opportunity for you to:

* meditate in the comfort of your home and still be part of a group.

* join a group if there is no local group for you.

* get more group support for your meditation practice.

What online meditators say:

Paula:   The Skype meditation is very much like physically being in a group to me.

I can feel the presence of others when I’m meditating and I enjoy the sharing after

the talk.

Ken:   It is a good way to both teach and meditate and will allow people who find

it difficult to meet in a group to get group support on-line.

Noel:   I found it to be a very good alternative if I have to miss my weekly local

group for some reason.

If you want more information or want to join the online group

please send an email to:

webmaster@christianmeditationnz.org.nz

Silence in Worship

It’s not such a difficult thing for us,

I suppose, to spend a few moments

in silence together, as we’ve just done,

even though this is not a meditation

period as such, and we take for

granted that we can do that quite

comfortably.  But I think in many of

our churches it would be a very

problematical experience to take

even 30 seconds in silence, let alone

3 or 4 minutes, and you don’t really

get much into silence under 3 or 4

minutes.

One of the big problems with our

church services, our liturgy, our

celebration of the Eucharist, I think,

is that we don’t have this.  We’ve

lost, as a church, in all denominations,

the ease, this capacity to sit in silence

and acknowledge that what we’re

doing is beyond words.  So our

services are noisy and endlessly

rattling on from one prayer to another,

and lacking that contemplative

dimension which is essential, I think,

for any true worship.

A friend of mine is the Dean of an

Episcopalian church in

Philadelphia.  He’s an Anglican dean,

an Englishman actually, by the name

of Richard Giles.  He has written a

wonderful book which he has just

sent me called Uncommon Worship.

He wrote it as a sequel to another

great book he wrote called Re-

pitching the Tent which is about

redesigning our sacred space.  It’s

worth taking a trip to Philadelphia just

to see the Cathedral there in which

he has really “Re-pitched the Tent”

of Worship in a wonderful way - and

a way which is really conducive to a

truly communal and also truly

contemplative form of Christian

worship.  In his new book,

Uncommon Worship, he speaks

about the importance of silence, and

he gives some quite practical liturgical

guidelines for communities and for

celebrants about how to do this.

I think this is one of the fruits of

meditation in the Church and in the

world that we are able to share with

others an experience and an

understanding of this dimension of life,

and of worship, which is expressed

and deepened in silence.

copied from Meditatio Talks July-Sept 2005 at UK Annual Conference April 2005
by Fr Laurence Freeman

X
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A  gathering of people from

Wellington NZCCM met at the

Anam Cara Retreat Centre near

Otaki Beach in July.  A group of about

20 gathered for a half day of

meditation, reflection and networking,

led by Jo Ward and Hugh

McLaughlin.  The focus for the

session was teaching by Cynthia

Bourgeault.

Before lunch we reflected on her

teaching on The Kingdom of

Heaven is Within You, which was

presented to us in a one page

summary text.  Cynthia views the

phrase the “Kingdom of Heaven”,

from Matthew’s gospel, as referring

to a “non dual” or unitive state of

consciousness.  This state is

characterized by no separation

between human beings or the human

and the divine, which she interprets

as the awareness that “the indivisible

reality of love is the only True Self”.

Wellington NZCCM

Retreat at Anam Cara

a report from Nick Polaschek

Cynthia Bourgeault.

Cynthia summarizes her teaching on

the Kingdom of God is Within You

as:  Go beyond your own limited mind

into the “larger mind”.

A point made in discussion was

that unitive consciousness had

another dimension, beyond our

relationship with each other and our

relationship with our divine Source, a

sense of oneness with the universe

we are part of.  We then did a

personal reflection (Lectio Divina)

on the text we had just reflected upon.

In the afternoon we listened to a

tape of Cynthia teaching about the

Welcoming Practice, a practice to

manage and grow through challenging

or difficult situations, where one is

disturbed or upset.  Instead of simply

reacting to a difficult situation and

being captured by our own ingrained

reaction, this practice involves

creating a space, before reacting,

through first explicitly noticing and

recognizing one’s own physical and

emotional reaction (focus), then,

second, accepting this reaction as

being our own (welcome) rather than

trying to negate it, enabling, third, an

act of detachment from the present

physical or emotional (letting go).

Practising this “Welcoming

Practice” develops our capacity to

manage such difficult situations, and

gradually helps free us from the

ingrained reactions of our false self.

The “Welcoming Practice” can be

understood as something we choose

to make part of our life that

complements our regular meditation

practice, developing a capacity that

could be described as a fruit of

meditation.

The New Zealand Community

for Christian Meditation

2017 Silent Retreat

“For Love of the World:  Contemplation, Faith and the Active Life”

led by

Sarah Bachelard
Founding Director of Benedictus Contemplative Church

Monday 23rd to Thursday 26th January 2017

University of Waikato, Hamilton

For further information and to download registration brochure go to:

http://christianmeditationnz.org.nz/-

The greatest of all distractions

is self-consciousness.  This

is the root of distraction; it arises

because of the innate tendency

we all have to look at ourselves.

By meditating we look beyond

ourselves to God; not at God but

into God.

So the mantra expands our

awareness way beyond

ourselves.

The first levels of distraction

are external, stimulated by

reference points outside us.  Self-

consciousness is internal.  And the

power of meditation is that it

tackles the source of all

distraction at root.  The root is ego,

self-consciousness.
John Main “Door to Silence”

X
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New Zealand Community

for Christian Meditation

Committee Members

Annual Subscription $     25.00

Additional Donation $

Total $

Thank you for supporting the work of NZCCM.

There are three ways you can pay:
i By sending a cheque to NZCCM
ii By paying online to 38-9003-0812910-00
iii By depositing your cheque or cash into the NZCCM

account at Kiwibank.  Please print your name in the
signature section and sub, and email or postal address
in the reference section.

If you are on email, please tell us.

Name

Postal Address

Post Code Telephone

Email Address

The Newsletter is sent to you by email, unless you request
a posted copy.

I would like to start a meditation group or have
someone run an introductory course in my area          yes/no

Please return with payment to:
Treasurer  -  Ngaire McLaughlin

9 Somerset Crescent Kapiti Village,

Paraparaumu, Kapiti Coast 5032

hugh.mclaughlinnz@gmail.com

New Zealand Community

for

Christian Meditation
Charities Commission Number CC41943


